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About This Content

Fox Hime Zero - MoriChan, a cute Live2D Mori that can interact and enjoy our lossless BGMs with you.
In this DLC, You can try touching her or even shaking her.

This DLC contains:
✿ An interactable cute Live2D Mori with a built-in BGMs Player

✿ Mori's Cartoon Emoticons
✿ Wallpapers compatible with both PC and phones.

Instructions:
After purchasing, click on 'MoriChan' Button in 《Fox Hime Zero》 main screen to play with MoriChan.

And special Wallpapers and Emoticons Images are in "Game installation directory/Morichan/"
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fox hime zero - morichan

This is a short game experience but it is stunning and beautiful, tbh i'm not a huge fan of jump scare games, and most of the
genre rely on that (with some expections off course), but this was the perfect blend of scary without following that path, and was
a nice surprise the outcome of that.
There is a constant element of fear and tension and help create the mood perfectly, and right now, i´m looking forward to the
full experience, wich will be awesome if they continue this path all along.. Good rollercoaster experience that gives you that
special feeling in the stomach. The minus as of yet is that there's only 3 rollercoaster maps and they are quite similar, but the
developer promises more content. I would definitvly say it's worth the money if they throw in more content. The graphics are
nothing amazing, but gets the job done. If you like rollercoasters you will like this, and to be honest, there really isn't that many
other good rollercoaster experiences for the VIVE yet.. This VN is easily one of my favourites. The characters are intruiging,
the story \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed me up real hard and the visuals beautiful. Plus its free so it wouldn't hurt to just check it
out.. [Please note: This review was made before the DLC was changed to Add-on Pack. as such, the review was made during the
time the Add-on Pack DLC was called the Season Pass.]

What is a Season Pass? What does it cover? I've seen a lot of Season Passes at my time playing games, and this one disappoints
me.

Unlike other Season Passes, which I've had my share of by seeing my brother buy a Season Pass for a couple of games on both
the PS3 and PS4, A Season Pass is supposed to cover DLC pertaining to the Season Pass. This one kind of does, but doesn't at
the same time. Out of the four packs, only ONE is truely covered by the Season Pass, yet the DLC pack that's also in the store
for a price isn't listed as purchased, meaning I can literally buy the covered DLC twice if I'm not too careful. The other three
DLC packs aren't even in the store separately and buying the Season Pass is the only way to getting them. And it's the only way
to have Kid Generator Parts as well.

I'm not too disappointed in this pass, but I am mostly disappointed by it. It doesn't actually cover a lot of DLC Packs in the
store, but one (and it's not listed as purchased), and it has three packs that aren't even for sale separately. Kadokawa may need to
take notes with Bandai Namco Games, or other Season Pass sellers to see how a Season Pass should work.. A very nice loco.
Impressive looks and power. It has one of the best horns I've heard in the game. The scenarios are quite long (50-140 mins).
Worth recommending.. Another beautifully crafted plane. The attention to (visual) detail is pretty astonishing. But as others
have pointed out, this craft lacks both the Checklist and Reference pages on the kneeboard and requires a LOT of trimming.
Don't expect it to fly straight under anything except the calmest of conditions.

The flight plans are interesting enough. This is not a part of the world I fly much, and they serve as a welcomed reminder that
there is an entire world to be explored in FSX! That being said, they aren't part of any mission and won't appear in your mission
selector. Instead, you need to load the flight plans in Free Flight.

And for those of you searching for those flight plans:
C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\SteamApps\\common\\FSX\\DLC\\343952\\DLCMyDocs

If you are searching for realism, PDMG this is not. If you are looking for fun and interesting ways to kill time, this will keep
you busy for several hours at least.
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If you have any intent to play long term, it's silly not to buy this. Definitely buy before expansions.. Not the best Nancy Drew
game and certainly not my favorite but it was worth 6 bucks. It was a little easier than some of the other games and I beat it in 5
hours or so, but I think the storyline was good and the puzzles were okay. What I'd love to see is the older ND games being
remastered for OSX.. Lots of fun if you enjoy old school games. Only complaint is that I wish it was longer.. This is a
surprisingly clever and satisfying puzzle game with simple mechanics. I'm up to autumn now, and I'm really enjoying the twist
on mechanics each season brings. The challenges each stage are familiar (good conveyance of mechanics), without being
repetitive. As others have noted: it is a bit of an annoyance that the keys can't be rebound, but this is such a minor nitpick, as
keyboard interaction is infrequent anyway. Fairly unique take on a physics puzzler, and I am happy with this purchase.. A good
LEGO game, and most LEGO games are great.

This one has some really poor camera angles, for some reason.. Yes, I do agree that this got released way too early. Yes, I do
agree that it feels like a money grab. However if I have to put all feelings aside and just take a good look at the content of the
DLC, it's quite good.

The new buildings are quite cool, the number of new units is good (compared to the vikings) and I like the fact that they made
some sort of sub-unit types. (Horse Slayers, Scavengers, Scattershots). the new traits and Ybor events are a nice addition as well.

This is the Culture Pack with the most content we have seen in Total War so far, and I enjoy it, but still. Too early.. This is a
simple but surprisingly useful RC plane flight simulator. I fly drones but I'd like to get into flying planes too, RC-Airsim is a
handy tool for getting used to line of sight and FPV controls and working on muscle memory. My Taranis Q X7 worked without
any issues.

It would be nice if the flying map was a bit larger and there were some more choices of types of planes, such as a flying wing, to
get used to different flight dynamics. But this is a good starter sim that hopefully will keep me from crashing my first plane too
hard.
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